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Introduction
Using agile techniques to deliver software
development projects promises clear
benefits. Most notably, these include
a 62% higher likelihood of success
compared to conventional, sequential
or waterfall delivery methods1.
Agile practices that make software delivery successful
are informing enterprise-wide operating models. Increased
product focus and rapid feedback cycles can give organisations
a real business edge2, so it’s unsurprising that enterprises are
turning to agility3.
In spite of this, a lack of understanding amongst senior finance
leaders means funding the wider adoption of agile techniques can
be an uphill struggle. This can leave agility confined to technology
and perhaps one or two adjacent business units. Where this
happens organisations do not develop a widespread culture of
innovation and market responsiveness. Such companies fail to
benefit from the improved business performance associated with
agility4 and risk falling behind their more agile competitors5.
As well as facing issues of funding, organisations can also run up
against resistance to new ways of working among teams at other
levels. Nevertheless, the way transformational investments are
funded and managed presents the biggest impediment to wider
enterprise agility. This paper explores why paying for agility can be
difficult and suggests ways to overcome the challenges.
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Why is funding agile
so challenging?
If the advantages of agility are obvious, why is it
so hard to convince the finance department to
fund it? There are typically two reasons.
First, internally, project accounting dominates decision making and
forms the heart of the typical business case. This seeks certainty
over costs by knowing the exact project scope and predicted
long-term benefits. The finance department plays a central role
governing the business case. This does not sit well with agile
delivery approaches that embrace flexible scope in return for
frequent, predictable releases to maximise market responsiveness.
Second, externally, accounting rules and regulations governing
financial reporting require organisations to classify expenditure in
ways that fit better with sequential, waterfall development methods
than with highly iterative, agile approaches, where multiple activities
are performed simultaneously.

In other words, the chief
obstacle is the unwillingness
to embrace uncertainty.
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Differing project approaches to uncertainty
The reason project-cost accounting and agile do not make good
bedfellows is, in a word, uncertainty. Project accounting and
traditional financial governance processes seek to eliminate cost
uncertainty or at least reduce it to the greatest extent possible.
The rationale being that by removing uncertainty it is possible to
exercise greater control and thus predictability over outcomes.
This is achieved by defining a fixed scope
of work and predicting the associated costs
of implementation and benefits well into the
future. Frequently, this process is linked
to annual budgeting cycles encouraging
the creation of large, long-range, business
cases which bake in rigidity 6.

In contrast, agile accepts that not all aspects
of a project can be accurately predicted.
Agile manages uncertainty by eschewing
long-term estimations and testing the market
through small, frequent releases that aim to
confirm the benefit hypothesis in a smaller,
more incremental, way.

Eliminating cost uncertainty is attempted
with upfront planning and a detailed work
breakdown, but the further ahead the
projections look, the bigger the errors
are likely to be7.

Estimating error is avoided by providing
only high-level estimates for long-range
planning purposes, whilst focusing attention
on techniques to increase the accuracy
of short-range estimates covering only
prioritised work scheduled for the near term.

The problem is, costs produced this
way are often wrong, with the degree
of error correlated to the anticipated
duration of work 8.
In addition, the likely benefits will depend
on how well the project delivers what the
market wants. Unfortunately, the traditional
approach means it is only possible to test
benefit assumptions, and thus eliminate
benefit uncertainty, once the project is
complete. If business conditions have
changed or the underlying assumptions
prove wrong at that stage, it’s too late to
change since the full project costs have
already been paid.

Instead of attempting to predict benefits
well into the future, agile uses small, frequent
releases to test market responsiveness.
More frequent releases provide more
opportunities to test market assumptions
and learn what users want. Invaluably this
affords the ability to course correct before
significant project costs have been incurred.

These fundamental
differences in approach
to project ‘control’ make
agile hard to reconcile
with the financial
governance applied in
most organisations.
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The external regulatory
and reporting framework
The way that accounting treats costs is the
second reason that the finance department is
not a natural advocate of agility. In the UK, the
regulatory and reporting framework (Financial
Reporting Standard 1029) within which all finance
functions operate, requires expenditure to be
treated either as an operating expense (opex)
written to the profit and loss (P&L) account, or
the cost of developing an asset (capex).
Capex improves the balance sheet whereas opex does not. For costs
to qualify as capex, they must directly relate to the creation of an asset.
This is important because the finance department wants to ensure
that costs can be justifiably classified10 as opex or capex.
As the most recent regulatory reporting standard, FRS 102, identifies
two separate phases of activity; ‘research’ and ‘development’. Costs
are treated differently in each phase.
All costs incurred during research must be written to the P&L as
opex. The logic is that when carrying out research it is not possible to
demonstrate that an intangible asset11 exists and therefore it cannot be
shown that it will generate future economic benefit.
Costs incurred during the development phase may be capitalised
as contributing to the creation of an intangible asset, but only if the
organisation can demonstrate the asset will be beneficial economically.
FRS 102 establishes six criteria against which costs are assessed.
These are set out in Table 1, together with the corresponding ways
that waterfall and agile systems demonstrate compliance.
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TABLE 1

Criteria to
determine if costs
can be capitalised

Waterfall means
to demonstrate
compliance

Agile means to
demonstrate
compliance

01

Technical feasibility of
completing the
intangible asset

Detailed design
specification completed
upfront before
development starts

02

Agile, borrowing from lean
manufacturing, seeks to explore
multiple design options (setbased design) converging on a
single solution at the last possible
moment, making it harder to
demonstrate feasibility earlier on

Intention to complete
the intangible asset
and use or sell it

03

An agreed requirements
specification and
associated delivery
plan with each phase
identified and planned

Agile breaks features into
small, constantly re-prioritised
stories explicitly to maintain the
possibility of not completing lowvalue functionality.

Ability to sell or use
the intangible asset

Business case with
assumed sales and
marketing plan

Agile provides for a lightweight
Epic business case (and
hypothesis statement) and uses
short customer feedback loops
to validate assumptions

Details of how the intangible
asset will generate probable
future economic benefits.
(e.g. existence of a market
for the intangible asset)

Market and
competitor analysis
(often components of
a full business case)

As above

Availability of adequate
technical and financial
resources to complete
the development and
use of the asset

Approved budget for
specific scope backed
up with detailed delivery
and resourcing plans

Agile relies on high-level iteration
plans based on constant
resourcing levels (one or more
teams). Funding is mapped to
value stream not specific scope

Ability to reliably measure
the expenditure attributable
to the intangible asset
during its development

Project cost
accounting and day
rate re-charging

Agile teams work on a backlog
potentially made of items
associated to different ‘intangible
assets’ in a single sprint. Each
item is estimated using story
points. Story points are a relative
measure specific to each team
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It’s easy to see that an accounting policy’s treatment of costs more readily aligns with project-based
waterfall development approaches than agile. Waterfall’s neatly bounded phases, complete with
dedicated project resources per activity, make applying the costing principles much more straightforward.
Research aligns easily with typical requirements, analysis and design phases, whereas development
covers coding and testing.
In an agile world of small, multi-functional teams conducting analysis, design and development for
several user stories within a single two-week sprint, it’s a challenge to determine which activities are
‘research’ and which are ‘development’.
It is clear that mainstream financial governance based on the project business case combines
with regulatory reporting requirements to make funding agile initiatives more difficult than traditional
waterfall deliveries. This generates resistance to agile techniques, especially among those tasked
with applying financial governance12.
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What happens if nothing
is done to address
these challenges?
Before looking in detail at ways to build support for agility,
it’s helpful to look at what happens when the agile and
traditional systems co-exist without any attempts to align them.
At NTT DATA, we call this the ‘muddling through’ strategy.
There are two characteristics that typify
this approach. First is the creation of a
‘translation function’ that arbitrates
between the upstream finance team
and the downstream agile delivery unit.
Second, the executive leadership continues
to see agile as nothing more than a delivery
mechanism, rather than something with the
potential to transform the business.
Most agile delivery functions start life in
the guise of a project. A business case is
presented in traditional terms – we will deliver
‘x’ scope for ‘y’ cost and generate ‘z’ benefit.
Once initial funding is secured, one or more
multi-disciplinary ‘squads’ are set to work
in fixed timeboxes. This will not be obvious
to the finance function since everyone is
working to a fixed scope. Soon the teams are
delivering small increments of value to end
users or, more probably, into intermediate
test environments. Either way, agile has
demonstrated value, through reduced
delivery risk or reduced time to market.

As the first project nears completion,
agile’s proponents present the positive
results and build one or more business
cases to fund new projects that will
be delivered in a similar way by the
continuous delivery squad(s). These
projects can be defined by their scope
and costed in terms of the number
of squads or sprint teams they need.
Before long there will be several
people whose primary job is to build
project-based business cases and
translate these into agile teams, as
well as reporting back on the results.
This interface translates between the
new world of agile delivery and the
old world of the finance department.
The new function is a critical enabler
of the agile delivery engine. However,
it also creates a barrier against
genuine enterprise agility, since it
masks fundamentally incompatible
ways of working.
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Tackling the
challenge head on
At NTT DATA, we encounter many
variants of the ‘muddling through’
approach, but we believe that it’s
better to tackle the transition to
agile head on. As Einstein said,
it’s not possible to solve significant
problems by using the same level
of thinking used to create them.13
In the following section, we outline our approach
to facing the challenge of paying for agile. It builds
trust with the finance department and provides the
foundation for a permanent transformation. Note
that each organisation will chart its own path and
may not need to go through every step.

Step 01: Build senior
management awareness
and support
There is often a desire for greater agility at
board level, with transformation a priority,
thanks to management forums, business
journals14 and advice from consultants. Yet
a desire for change doesn’t explain how to
achieve it. So, the first, and most critical,
step is to help executives understand the
role of leadership in transformation.
This means letting go of outmoded
governance tools. For example, waterfall
is easy to grasp, so why would the CFO
intuitively understand that it is not the
most likely approach to deliver successful
technology implementations15? After all, no
one builds bridges using agile16. A focus on
lean concepts is integral to this step. While
lean ideas about wastage, flow, value and
continuous improvement sound familiar,
they need to be put into practice.
Next, it’s important to consolidate and work
with senior finance leaders to promote a
deeper understanding of how budgeting
and funding impacts the adoption of agility.
These discussions are unlikely to deliver
change directly, but they open up debate
and create a more receptive environment
for the next stage.
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Step 02: Quickly create
a positive experience
The finance community needs to see
the link between agility and positive results.
We recommend identifying a suitable pilot
initiative that can be delivered using an agile
framework without the need for traditional
project financing.
The key is to demonstrate the link between
delivery activity and business benefits. This
requires a systems-thinking approach. There
are two main sources of data; the internal
system that builds the product (e.g. velocity,
defect density, flow) and product performance
(e.g. drop rates, conversion, NPS). Through
careful data gathering, developers can
identify the links between the two and
show tangible improvements.
Collecting performance metrics and
creating insight enables finance to understand
the feedback loop linking commercial benefits
to the cost of creating features. This is the first
step in shifting focus from fixed scope and
detailed estimates. Persuading finance to buy
into a set of key metrics that summarise
how the system as a whole is performing
is crucial to ensuring that there is a single,
enterprise-wide view of product performance.
Such transparency demonstrates that
there are viable alternatives to traditional
control mechanisms.

Step 03: Consolidate
finance’s belief in the
benefits of agility
Encouraging the finance department to
implement its own agile and lean practices
can provide a compelling lesson in the
benefits of agility.
In most organisations, the finance function
expends significant effort collecting data and
preparing reports17. Often, this involves crossreferencing multiple systems to establish a
single view of the truth and transposing data into
the requested reporting format. Consequently,
less time is spent doing more valuable
forecasting and scenario-analysis work that
would better support the company.
Finance can benefit from borrowing ideas from
the agile and DevOps movement. By investing
in tooling, automation and data simplification,
time can be freed to focus on higher-value
work. The benefits can be amplified further by
adopting lean principles such as visualising
and limiting work in progress.
Supporting and coaching finance in
the application of these approaches can
be one of the most important ways to
bring finance onside.
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Step 04: Help finance to become
a strategic enabler of agility
A step-change in enabling agility can be made by
encouraging finance to move away from project
funding and instead adopt a product perspective.
For new initiatives, this requires adopting a
venture capitalist-type mindset, whereas for
more mature products, funding becomes a
series of portfolio-level decisions.
Agility responds well to the uncertainty inherent in
new ideas and ventures. To support this finance
must move away from the typical ‘bookend’
model where it approves budgets at the start of a
project and reviews ROI at the end. Agility requires
continual assessment of the value being delivered.
This means rapidly deciding to fund the initial idea,
followed by continuous engagement to verify the
benefits hypothesis and release further funds,
or terminate funding if insufficient value is being
delivered. This pattern of engagement is very
similar to the approach that venture capitalists take
to investing in start-ups, with close and frequent
scrutiny of the investments they make. Taken
together with an awareness that many will fail,
winners are quickly identified and losers stopped
before significant money is spent.
Once ideas have made it through the ‘start-up’
phase finance needs to adopt a more productcentric approach. The aim is to match a ‘budget
pot’ against longer-term benefits and delegate
accountability for the realisation of the benefits to
a product management function. The budget pot
is the cost of a long-lasting delivery team. Ideally,
teams will be mapped against products or feature
sets. The prioritisation decisions are a trade-off
between new features that deliver the greatest
value and fixes/optimisations that ensure existing
capabilities keep generating value.
How do you know the money
is being spent wisely?
Not being able to answer this question is the most
common reason product funding approaches
fail. However, if the organisation has implemented
a performance-metric-based approach, as
outlined in Step 02, the value of each decision
will be evident to all. This encourages a culture of
‘prioritisation equals investment’. The whole team
needs to understand that a decision to build a
feature equates to an active investment decision.

Step 05: Embed finance
into the DNA of organic
agile teams
Aligning a separate finance function with
enterprise-wide, multi-functional agile teams is
an attempt to fuse two different models of the
organisation, with finance viewing it as a machine
and the agile teams viewing it more as an
organism18. For the latter to flourish, finance must
move from being a top-down control function to
being embedded within the agile teams.
Embedding the finance function into each of the
agile delivery teams might seem like a radical
idea, but it helps finance experts understand the
work of the delivery team and what the team is
accountable for. They can also provide continual
support to help the team track costs and benefits.
Riot Games has adopted this approach19.
Embedding finance experts in the agile delivery
teams has encouraged enterprise agility. What’s
more, instead of serving the CFO, members of
the finance department now see the delivery team
as their main customer. Riot Games has taken
this a step further by implementing net promoter
scoring to gauge whether new customers would
recommend the finance function to others.
This is undoubtedly a powerful approach to
partnering with finance on the journey to greater
enterprise agility. However, it is not without risk.
Care is needed to avoid the agile team perceiving
embedded finance experts as auditors. Finance
experts work with the team to help build the
benefits hypotheses and assess market results.
They help the team decide whether to carry on
or to pivot towards potentially more beneficial
features. The danger is that team members could
interpret a decision to suspend work in one area as
synonymous with a decision to suspend the team.
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Conclusion
Despite evidence that enterprise agility is associated with
better business performance, most organisations find it
hard to transform. In many cases ‘agile’ remains first and
foremost a delivery choice. Even in those companies
where the wider benefits are understood, at a theoretical
level, agility often fails to reach its transformative potential 20.

There are often many reasons
why agile adoption stalls.
These include a lack of executive sponsorship,
rigid organisation structures and entrenched
contractual frameworks to name a few. On top
of these, the finance department is often a key
inhibitor to greater agility. Agile takes a novel
approach to uncertainty and this is reflected in
the treatment of scope and associated work
estimates. This clashes with the traditional
approach of project-cost accounting, as well
as the regulatory framework’s treatment of
costs, and makes it hard for accountants to
embrace. This makes paying for agile hard,
even as a delivery option. Paying for agility at
scale, when enterprise transformation is the
prize, is even more difficult.
While it’s tempting to try to manage the
tensions as they arise, rather than tackling
the transformation head-on, muddling
through is often unsuccessful and potential
benefits go unrealised.

Instead, NTT DATA recommends
that clients engage directly with the
finance function to promote agility.
• Help senior leaders understand the value
of agility and quickly move to a meaningful
pilot that demonstrates how business
benefits can be mapped to delivery
costs in an agile context.
• Consolidate these successes by
supporting finance to adopt agile and
lean principles into its operations. This
will promote a mindset where investment
decisions are seen as part of the wider
product portfolio.
• Finally, some organisations achieve
greater agility by extending the concept of
autonomous, empowered teams to include
business functions such as finance,
which were previously considered part
of the corporate support structure.
This is a bold move.

At a time when disruptive technologies emerge all the time and
the digitisation of information is accelerating, adapting quickly
is the key to survival. For many organisations, embracing agility
is a sensible strategy. Data show that those embracing agile
have a 70% chance of being in the top quartile of organisational
health 21 which itself is a predictor of long-term performance.
In times like these, can you afford not to fund agility?
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